
Focus & Instruction

• 8th grade English 

• Literary Non-Fiction: Expository- Letters of a 
Civil War Nurse 



Literary Non-Fiction Review
• Main Idea and Summary



• You will only copy the words!!

• Please write neatly and leave space to 
answer questions.



Focus on selected TEKS (8.10A & 8.10 Fig.19E)



Focus on selected TEKS (8.10A & 8.10 Fig.19E)



Focus on selected TEKS (8.10A & 8.10 Fig.19E)



Discuss

Making Towers Bird-Friendly

The lights on tall communication towers warn pilots to avoid the 
towers when flying at night. Unfortunately, the steady red lights 
often used on towers have the opposite effect on birds: the 
bright beams attract and confuse them. Instead of avoiding the 
lights, the birds fly directly toward them, crashing into the 
towers or becoming entangled in power lines. Millions of birds 
have died this way. However, there is a solution. Unlike steady 
lights, flashing or blinking lights don't attract birds. In response 
to demands from conservation groups, the Federal Aviation 
Administration in 2016 began requiring communication towers in 
the U.S. to use blinking lights instead of steady ones.



Understanding Main Idea

This paragraph is about towers and birds.

Steady red lights 

confuse birds

To save birds, communication

towers use blinking lights

Blinking red lights 

do not attract birds



Focus on selected TEKS (8.10A & 8.10 Fig. 19E)



Discuss



Focus on selected TEKS (8.10A & 8.10 Fig.19E)

“Summarizing teaches students how to discern 

the most important ideas in a text, how to 

ignore irrelevant information, and how to 
integrate the central ideas in a meaningful way. 

Teaching students to summarize improves their 

memory for what is read. Summarization 

strategies can be used in almost every content 

area.”



Focus on selected TEKS (8.10A & 8.10 Fig.19E)



Focus on selected TEKS (8.10A & 8.10 Fig.19E)



Focus on selected TEKS (8.10A & 8.10 Fig.19E)



Discuss

The Scream, 1893 by Edvard Munch



Discuss

Men sleep on beams, 30 Rockefeller Center, 1932



Discuss

A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande 
Jatte by Georges Seurat



Practice

Ninjas used many different tools and weapons to get the job done: throwing 
stars, bows, acid spurting tubes to name a few, but the favorite weapon of 
most ninjas was probably the katana. The katana is a long, curved sword 
with a single blade and a long grip to accommodate two hands. This sword 
was often carried in a sheath or scabbard on the ninja’s back. Though the 
sword was primarily used for fighting and killing, the scabbard served a 
number of purposes too. The ninja could remove the sword, angle the 
scabbard against a wall, and use it to climb to a higher place. Or, while 
stealthy negotiating their way through a dark place (such as an enemy’s 
residence at night), ninjas may have used the scabbard as a walking stick, 
feeling or probing their way around objects so as not to knock into anything 
and alert the enemy. Perhaps the ninja’s most sinister use of the scabbard 
was to put a mixture of red pepper, dirt, and iron shavings at the top of the 
scabbard, so that when the ninja drew his sword, his opponent would be 
blinded. I wonder what a ninja could have done with a Swiss Army knife.



Practice

A human skeleton is made up of many bones—206, to be 
exact! Bones give your body structure, let you move in 

different ways, and protect your internal organs. Bones grow 
and change during your lifetime just like the other parts of 
your body. When you are a baby some of your bones are 

made of a flexible material called cartilage. But as you grow 
and eat foods containing calcium like milk and cheese, the 
cartilage grows too and is eventually replaced by bone. It 

takes 25 years for your bones to get as big as they are going 
to be.



Build Background (The Civil War)

The Civil War
• The American Civil War, 1861–1865, resulted from long-

standing sectional differences and questions not fully resolved 
when the United States Constitution was ratified in 1789, 
primarily the issue of slavery and states rights.

• With the defeat of the Southern Confederacy and the 
subsequent passage of the XIII, XIV, and XV amendments to 
the Constitution, the Civil War’s lasting effects include 
abolishing the institution of slavery in America and firmly 
redefining the United States as a single, indivisible nation 
rather than a loosely bound collection of independent states.



Build Background (The Civil War)

https://youtu.be/EUXc-rall80

https://youtu.be/EUXc-rall80


Civil War Infographic

Click to enlarge info 
graphic

https://thumbnails-visually.netdna-ssl.com/CivilWarInfographic_5293e1c46bfb2_w1500.jpg


Building Background: Cornelia Hancock

• Cornelia Hancock (February 8, 1840 – December 
31, 1927) was a celebrated volunteer nurse, 
serving the injured and infirmed of the Union 
Army during the American Civil War.

• Hancock's service lasted from July 6, 1863 to 
May 23, 1865.

• Hancock's chance to serve came when her 
brother-in-law, a volunteer surgeon, offered to 
take her to the Gettysburg battlefield in July 
1863.

• At only 23, Hancock was too young to be an 
army nurse. Hancock was the only female 
nursing volunteer to be rejected.

• Hancock went to Gettysburg anyway
• Hancock responded to an immense need: the 

Union lacked supplies as well as staff. She had 
no formal training as a nurse; but after three 
weeks, she was tending to 80% of the wounded.



Review STAAR Question Stems

STAAR Question Stems
• What is the best summary of the 

selection? (2015-2018)

For teacher use.



Review Vocabulary

Vocabulary
• Agony

• Complimentary 

• Hence

• Melancholy 

• Myth

For teacher use.
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